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Host Lisa Sasevich – “The Queen of Sales Conversion”  
Introduces Nicola Bird 

Lisa: Hello, everybody and welcome back to How To Sell To Women live virtual 
training.  This is your host Lisa Sasevich, the queen of sales conversion and founder of 
the Invisible Close sales systems.  Thank you for joining us today.  Wow, it has just 
been an amazing series and we are not done yet.  We have just a powerpack three 
more master teachers for you today and I love love love this next person that we are 
about to learn from.  In fact, she’s such an amazing and busy entrepreneur.  She’s got a 
couple of initiatives she’ll be sharing with you and they all just tie perfectly in to what 
we’re all up to today which is how can we attract, honor and serve that women client.  
So remember to stay tuned because at the end of each interview, each of our master 
teachers that only have they agreed to reveal their best strategy, tactics, mindsets for 
attracting and serving the women client but also they will share a complimentary gift 
with you that you can take their particular teachings even further in your business, so 
make sure to stay tuned.   

So today right now it is my honor to introduce to you Nicola Bird, online entrepreneur, 
international coach and founder of Jigsaw Box and the Simplicity Project.  With an MSC 
in Occupational Psychology and a diverse range of business experience, mother of 
three, Nicola Bird went from earning zero to over a million online by mastering 
technology to transform her coaching business.  She created Jigsaw Box as a way for 
her client to access her expertise online in a flexible and affordable way while leaving 
her free to concentrate on growing her business traveling and spending time with her 
young children.  Now Nicola has developed Jigsaw Box as a tool for others to use and 
helping them in growing their coaching practices, whether they’re coaches, consultants, 
trainers, they can package up their expertise and deliver it online so that they can create 
more time, money and freedom to the stuff they love.  And Nicola is passionate about 
inspiring women entrepreneurs to design business that gives them a better work life 
balance and has also recently launched the Simplicity Project to help female 
entrepreneurs do more with less in their business and life.  And you’ll be able to find out 
a lot more about that as I bring on and we learn from Nicola Bird.  Hi, Nicola.  Welcome. 

Nicola: Hi, Lisa.  Thanks so much for having me as part of the series.  It’s been 
great.  So thank you. 
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Lisa:  Oh, you’re so welcome.  I’m already a fan of Jigsaw Box and everything you’re 
doing there.  And so it’s exciting to hear your new development with the Simplicity 
Project.  But first, I think it will be fabulous for people to just get to hear a little bit more 
from you about the unique transformation you offer women with your work and also a 
little more personally how and when you discovered your calling to empower and serve 
women. 

Nicola: Yeah, sure.  I mean my journey of—I trained as a coach back in 2007 after 
I had my second child and I actually trained while I was on maternity leave and I set up 
my business.  I got to the end of my maternity leave, handed in my notice and set up my 
business kind of the following week.  At that time, I had obviously a very young baby, 
well one that was two or nearly two and one that was nine months old.  Yeah, two and 
nine months old.  So I had young children and I wanted to coach women who were in a 
similar situation to me because that was the thing that I knew best, really.  I kind of fell 
in to it with who can I help and coach and I could really see women were struggling with 
the decisions about whether to go back to work, how to feel confident and competent 
about going back to work and making and [a way off] to having babies and all those 
kinds of things that come along the changes in your life when you have young children. 

And so I kind of fell into it by accident to start with it because I just wanted to coach 
people who had been through the same struggle as I had.  So I started back then 
coaching women who had young children and then it kind of transgress and I started 
working with a lot of business owners, female business owners who have children and 
then it just ended up being female business owners over time because I just loved the 
kind of energy and the passion and the get up and go.  It just really resonated with me.  
I love the passion and energy of the women that I worked with at the time.  And they 
were so inspiring to me.  They were really good fun to work with.  And then what I 
realized with—because a lot of my clients had young children, I was finding we had a 
real problem with when my kids were asleep, theirs wouldn’t be, and when theirs were 
asleep, mine wouldn’t be and trying to juggle our coaching calls when our children were 
asleep when they were so young. 

Lisa: Yes, I know that very well. 

Nicola.  Yeah, exactly.  And so you end up with canceled appointments and 
people who you’d be trying to talk to and you just get to a really deep part of the 
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coaching and then a child would walk in and on my side or theirs.  It was tricky to juggle 
and that’s when I came up with the idea of creating an online coaching platform for 
myself initially so that I could create somewhere working with my clients online so that I 
could coach them at time that suited me and they could do their coaching at times that 
suited them and it didn’t matter if there were kids running and out basically.  And it was 
much easier [0:05:57] canceled appointments and that kind of thing.  And that’s when… 

Lisa: Necessity is the mother of invention. 

Nicola: Yeah, exactly.  I love to be working in this way so I need to create a 
solution that works for me and so really that’s where the idea of Jigsaw Box, my online 
coaching platform came from.  It was something that I wanted to do for myself.  And 
then I kind of fell into the area I suppose kind of by accident but then as I was doing 
more and more stuff on the online coaching, it was working really well for me and I 
realized that obviously it could be useful for other coaches who are in the same situation 
as me who wanted flexibility.  And so that’s when I started growing Jigsaw Box and 
Jigsaw Box is growing hugely over the last few years.  Again, I didn’t specifically start 
out targeting women.  It just so happened that the majority of coaches, consultants and 
trainers who were using the platform happened to be women.  So it wasn’t calling.  At 
that point, it wasn’t a calling for me, I need to serve women and I want to empower 
women.  It was kind of accidental [0:07:08].  And then I read a book that really changed 
stuff for me and it was a great book called The Feminine Mistake and it’s by Leslie 
Bennett I think it is.  And in that book, Leslie talked about the fact that at some point in 
our lives, women will—I’ll give you the nutshell of it—at some point in our life, women 
will be either left by their husbands, decide to leave their husband, or their husbands will 
die, right.   

Lisa: We do tend to live longer, I’ve heard this from Suze Ormond.  This isn’t a new 
statistics but it does kind of put it between the eyes when you say it that way.    

Nicola: Yeah and how can this women a lot longer than me they think it will and 
The Feminine Mistake is that most women thinks “It won’t happen to me.” Right.  And 
then the overwhelming evidence especially in the States actually is that actually 
statistically speaking you are going to end up on your own having to support yourself 
and your family at some point solo.  And it ‘s a really shocking book and it really opens 
my eyes and it’s got a really strong taste for why women really have a responsibility to 
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bring some decent money into their household.  And up until that point, I’ve been 
working and seeing a lot of coaches who were bringing money.  They wanted to bring a 
little bit of money into the household or they were being supported by their husband’s 
income so it was nice to get some like extra bit of money or it would be good to bring 
some money into the household but to be honest, they were fiddling around a bit and 
they weren’t really passionate about “This needs to bring me a full time income.”  And 
for all these reasons, “So I can support my family,” “so I can be a good role model for 
my kids, but essentially because if I don’t get some proper money with this I’m doing my 
kids a disservice because at some point, we’re going to have no money because I can’t 
afford to support us.”  And a lot of women thinks “Well I can get a proper job or I could 
go back in to the workplace,” but actually the simple fact is once you had kids and 
you’re out of the workplace even for a couple of years, your employability level goes 
right down. 

Lisa: Yeah.  

Nicola: And for me that book made me realize that women can’t count on being 
able to go back in to a full time corporate career at some future point where their kids 
grow up.  They need to be out there earning some money and really I felt really 
passionate about women stopping, fiddling around, trying to earn $50 here and there 
and not actually get out there and create successful businesses.  And that really then 
became an [impetus] for me having a real element of the business coaching packages 
and programs that we’re having at Jigsaw Box.  So that was kind of, that’s when I 
started to get on my [soap box] a bit more in terms of my feeling about I really want to 
help women do this so that they’re in a really strong position.  And that was kind of the 
backbone to my coaching program then in Jigsaw Box.  And then what that [0:10:21] so 
in Jigsaw Box still attracts a lot of women but it attracts a lot of men as well but then 
when I started [0:10:29] my coaching and networking and just seeing a lot of women 
was how much women are really complicating things for themselves and that if we want 
to be [0:10:44] organization, we need to create our own.  So the only way we can create 
[a lead] organization of our own is if we get it right so that it’s simple and so it’s not ever 
complicated because we have so many different roles to juggle.  And while I can see 
women were getting overwhelmed, over complicate things, over thinking massively and 
just having this really complex businesses, really complex lives and trying to juggle it all, 
and just becoming totally overwhelmed and that led me setting up at the end of last 
year, I set up The Simplicity Project which is a whole different kind of—targets 
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specifically women helping them basically understand how she make—to release the 
complexity from their lives which means they’re free to go and create whatever they 
want in the world.  So that’s really kind of my journey with that.  So to answer your 
question about the unique transformation, I have two different streams of focus now that 
I have with these two businesses.  So [0:11:51] folks to say very much about allowing 
coaches two have, to create freedom by packaging up their coaching expertise in two 
products and programs and then Jigsaw Box is the platform that enables them to deliver 
the video, the audio, the text, and the coaching questions and have that online 
interactive a relationship with their clients so that they can coach their clients 24/7 while 
they are taking their kids swimming.  Right.   

Lisa: Yes. 

Nicola: So that was a much [0:12:21] for me when the first time I did that and I 
created a huge spike of income while my kids were swimming.  That was like this is the 
way I want to take my business forward and this is what I want to help other women do.  
So Jigsaw Box really is about freedom, income and impact and what it does is it allows 
you to have the money, the freedom and the time to still continue to coach your clients 
really well but have time, money and freedom to do the other stuff that’s important to 
you and so that might be spending time with your kids or I have a client recently who 
used to spend their time traveling around the world or whatever it is that you want to do 
to give you that freedom, the money and the impact, the big impact around the world, 
because obviously you can coach far more clients.  So Jigsaw Box is all about that and 
The Simplicity Project is really all about removing the complication so that women can 
experience success without stress. 

Lisa: I’m with you…. 

Nicola: It’s definitely success without stress. 

Lisa: Well I think you’re hitting the nail on the head with both and with your newer 
project, The Simplicity Project, it’s our theme here at our company this year, simplify 
purpose and flow.  Those are our keywords and even with all of the simple sales 
conversions systems that we teach literally step by step, how to convert on the stage, 
on the phone, on a teleseminar, or on a webinar, in our own business as a whole, we 
got complex last year.  We took our simple systems, we’re all about simplicity.  We 
make things easy for people and yet we got complex in our operations and I don’t know 
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how it crept in but I really honor and appreciate what you’re going.  I think as women we 
are very attracted to the idea of simplicity and the actual support and being able two 
have that show up on the court in our lives is critical for us.  We are so many things to 
so many people and so I think this is important when we turn the conversation just a 
little bit because we have men and women listening that both would like two increase 
their ability or attract women clients and also convert women clients, women prospects 
into paying clients, and I think that what you’re saying is it’s perfect as we go into what 
are some ways that you attract women clients.  I’ll say you’re opening the door wide 
open just simply by offering the possibility and the structures for simplicity.  It’s very 
attractive so I’d love to hear both from a messaging and an actual strategy perspective 
how will you attract women clients to Jigsaw Box, whether you’re using webinars, 
teleseminars, whether you’re speaking.  If you only had a few tools, which ones would 
you stick with? 

Nicola: Okay.  So in terms of the strategy, so we realize, I have a complicated 
business last year and we had so many different ways of bringing in leads.  So we were 
trying to use Google ads, Facebook ads, speaking, webinars, joint ventures, recharging 
at banner advertising, sponsorship, PR, you name it [0:15:50], tweeting, you name it, we 
were doing everything trying to increase the traffic to the site.  I realize there was one 
thing that works really well for us, always has worked really well for us, never fails for us 
and it’s just the one tool we use that has worked really well, and I see the kind of why 
this works because for us it’s joint venture partnership.  So it’s me creating a connection 
with the core joint venture partner who I really love their stuff, they really love Jigsaw 
Box and we have a connection and a relationship.  So I have 12 key relationships and 
that’s it.  That’s my lead generation.  So I have big, we call it Big 12, every year joint 
venture partnerships and we work with those 12 people.  So I looked at their products 
and I have to love their products, that’s one of the kind of criteria that I have.  So we 
look at what they’re offering and see that it’s a really good fit for our audience and then 
we only work with people where Jigsaw would be a good fit for their audience.  And then 
I develop and nurture those 12 relationships and so that is our lead generation.  So our 
joint venture partners then promote our Jigsaw Box webinars that we have that teaches 
people how to create five simple steps to create their online products and programs.  
We’ve used various different webinars in the past and different offers but primarily we 
get referrals through Big 12 joint venture partnerships but also people who are using 
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also the product, who love it and tell their friends.  So [really with] recommendation and I 
think women trust recommendation.   

So we tried Facebook ads, we got nothing.  We tried Pay Per Click, we got nothing.  We 
tried PR, we didn’t measure how much we got from that.  We tried all these different 
tools but what we found resonated really well with women and men, for us it was the 
personal recommendation.  So either from a joint venture partner or from someone who 
is using it and if there’s one thing that we know certainly among my circle of friends if we 
find something good that that we like, we tell our friends about it.  That’s just what we do 
whether it’s just this [cool gig], whether it’s a coaching event—I hear quite a 
recommendation to you like women do that so well and that’s how we build our 
business, so the Jigsaw Box, lead generation, Big 12 JV partners and the word of 
mouth referrals that we get and we cut everything else out.  Literally, when I have the 
moment of clarity that I saw simplicity was the way forward, I came back, I had two 
months off the summer this year, and I came back and I just cut 90% of all our different 
products and offerings out and 90% of our lead generation.  And now one of our [poll 
buddies] is we like to do one thing really well rather than many things of mediocrity.  So 
a lot of people will say that having one lead generation strategy is dangerous.  It’s a bad 
idea.  For us, it works beautifully I have to say and [so when Facebook didn’t work], 
what works  [0:19:03] for us and ditching the rest. 

Lisa: Great 

Nicola: So that’s what we do with Jigsaw Box. 

Lisa: I have to say good for you.  I love it and I don’t want to go like blazing past that 
because I know so many of our entrepreneurs listening are in that same [head] and 
been with like, “Oh my God, now I need to do a podcast, and Facebook ads are hot.  
And I should do telesummit and then I see this new collaborative [list chair].”  That’s 
similar to us is we’re just like, okay where can our signature talk be used, this one tool, 
right, webinar, stage.  With your JV partner webinar you talked about sending it to show 
your referral—like we look for that one tool we can leverage and go with that and I love 
what you said about one thing well versus a whole bunch of things with mediocrity.  I 
want to ring the bell.  Ding ding ding.  Big point from Nicola there.  

Nicola: Yeah, but don’t get me wrong, it has taken us for years of experimenting 
and with hindsight, it’s very easy to say our call webinar with our joint venture partner 
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has worked really well for us, always it has done.  We could have missed out on some 
great  opportunities like I think we [0:20:21] experimentation and I would encourage 
people to experiments with a different things otherwise you don’t know what your one 
thing is, right.  And we’ve been doing it for four years now.  We can see what is bringing 
in the leads.  But it wasn’t something that I could have known in the beginning of the 
journey and I think that’s something that sometimes we get ourselves a hard time as 
well.  It’s like they think that I knew this at the beginning and I didn’t, like I have to 
experiment.  I had to work hard what works really well and now I can sit and say, well, I 
should have just done JV all along.  But I couldn’t have known without the 
experimentation.  So I think to give yourself permission to do that and to know that 90% 
of whatever you do is the one thing that works, right, and that’s fine.  That’s what we all 
do in our journey to grow our businesses and that’s fine.    

Lisa: I have a high level client, she was on today earlier, Wendy Stevens, that’s her 
one thing is the podcasting and the video SEO.  She’s sticking with that, speaking and 
like doing that one thing well and teaching others how to do it.  So each one of our 
speakers is kind of sharing their favorite strategies but I think what you’re saying here is 
beautiful.  You’ve got to find what works in your business and then you can clear the 
brush, right, clear out everything else that didn’t.  So you’re right.  It’s okay to 
experiment but hey, why not stand on the shoulders of some of the folks that you’re 
hearing here and go straight in for the kill on some of the ones that you’re hearing over 
and over again and really working.  And JV partnerships and webinars are certainly high 
up on the list of what we heard over the last couple of days.  

Nicola: Yeah, definitely and the thing is I think it’s really important as well is that 
there is no one right way, right.  The JV’s and the partnership, it works for me because 
of the type of person I am, because of where I am in my business, because of the 
people I have access to, because it feels right to me and I think that’s really important 
as well, where often we can get misled if we see somebody, we go, “Oh that’s working 
for them, therefore it will work for me,” and we jump on board the bandwagon.  And I 
think it’s really important.  As women, we’re gifted, we have such a strong gift of intuition 
and just to sit and listen and think if something feels really uncomfortable to you, it’s 
probably not the way that you’re supposed to do,  And so no matter how great the 
results I’m getting with JV relationships, if it doesn’t feel right to you, don’t do it.  Like 
trust your gut on this, you’ll definitely feel that.  Women are a lot [0:22:54] that they give 
themselves credit for and they know a lot of the answers but women and men as well 
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continually looking outside for reference point, the tell me how to do it, tell me how to do 
it.  I don’t know myself and actually their answers that women really do know 
themselves.  

Lisa: I love that.  Nicola, can you hear me?  I know we’re having a little bit of overlap, 
so I apologize if we keep sounding like we’re talking over each other.  I’m curious with 
your JV partnerships, can you just give us a couple of your other criteria because there 
are a lot of people listening who are looking to streamline that process and so you were 
sharing that your first criteria is that you love their product.  What are some of the other 
ways that you narrowed it down to 12? 

Nicola: You know what and again it’s intuitive kind of gut saying it’s like I like 
them.  I connect with them.  I can see that I like their product and it fits with my audience 
but there are plenty of people out there who I like their product, it fits with their 
audience, but yet we don’t have a connection.  We don’t connect as well and so to me 
that’s really, really key is that there has to be a connection there where I feel like we 
both get each other and we like each other and we’re excited by the prospect of working 
with each other.  And if even if there was no money in it, we both really want to help 
each other out.  And so to get that kind of feeling and where it feels like we’re on a really 
equal footing of each other as well.  So if I have a potential JV partner and he’s like, “I 
want this and I want this and I want this and I want this.  And you should really be 
grateful I’m offering this to you,” then that just doesn’t appeal to me.  So it’s much more 
about the connection on a really human level actually.  I had a JV partner today, he 
said, “We’ll do this and we’ll do this and we’ll do this and we’ll do this, you will promote 
our event,” and I’m like, “You know what, I’m going to send an email just because I like 
it [0:25:03] I don’t want anything.”  I love him to bits.  I think he’s brilliant.  I would be 
doing my list a disservice if I didn’t let them know about this event that’s coming up.  So 
it’s not always about [0:25:18] list size; to me, it’s about human connection with that 
person I think.  And actually thinking about connection, when I think about Simplicity 
Project, which is like a whole different thing, so there I’m not using JV partners, right.  
So there in terms of lead generation, all I did there because the Jigsaw Box is kind of 
like what brings the money in to my life.  It’s an established business doing really well.  
And so I want to expand it with this new project, with the Simplicity Project and I started 
out just by placing a couple of blogpost and I didn’t [publicize] very widely yet that first 
blogpost that I’ve done, I’m putting it up on my screen now, so the first one I’ve done it’s 
had like over 1200 views of video, we’ve got 175 comments, like all I did there was like 
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where’s my passion as women being able to simplify our lives and why it was so 
important that I thought we did it and I think the message that I have there really 
connected with people.  That video, it had 611 shares on Facebook.  It kind of went viral 
by accident.  I didn’t plan that.  I didn’t strategize that.  It was a message there that 
really connected with women and connected with people and they wanted to share.  Not 
only where they like, “I’m in, I want to be on the simplicity thing,” but they also shared it 
with their friends.”  So without me having to do anything apart from have an incredibly 
compelling message, that is now generating leads.  And all I put on there is…    

Lisa: You think… 

Nicola: Carry on. 

Lisa: Go ahead.  Oh, I was just going to say like you got me so [riled] up I’m like I want 
to see this video so I want to tell everyone that you guys you can.  We got a few more 
things to talk about but let me give you the URL, Selltowomen.com/nicola, N-I-C-O-L-A 
will get you to the Simplicity Project site so you can just catch the fire around simplicity 
and start to implement that in your life and be inspired.  Selltowomen.com/nicola for her 
simplicity project site.  I just think I want to say it right now because there’s sort of like a 
crescendo of what you’re talking about and if I didn’t say it I’ll be over here like trying to 
listen to you and search the web to find it at the same time.      

Nicola: I mean all that at the moment is simple blogging, that’s all I’m doing but it’s 
generating such discussion.  So that’s kind of my new baby, my new project.  But that’s 
how it’s generating leads is simply through me and creating videos and watching 
blogpost, that’s all I’m doing there and that every day is generating leads just from me 
doing that small amount of work on it at the moment but obviously it will grow.  So again 
different strategies and different messages for those businesses but both really 
appealing to women.   

Lisa: Well I’d like to say from a queen of sales conversion perspective, right, and I’m 
sure this is something that you’ve thought of and built in here is when we look at the 
question about inspiring women to say yes, I think what you got going on here is a really 
nice we call like a problem-solution-problem-solution continuum where if people come—
I mean you’re just doing it out of your passion but it fits so beautifully because when you 
have a blessing and a passion, it really is expressed in everything you do.  And so you 
may be attracting people with the Simplicity Project and that’s the problem you’re 
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solving is like how do I bring more simplicity in to my life but if you look at the next 
problem they have, Jigsaw Box does solve that.  It’s like how can I create more 
freedom, how can I give people access to my training and coaching 24 hours a day and 
make it simple because it is such a beautiful simple tool.    

Nicola: But you know what, Lisa, what I think actually is the other way around 
because I think people coaches are attracted by the idea of coaching online and 
marketing online and that’s what they get themselves in to a tangle because they create 
a really complicated business out of creating an online product and marketing it and 
selling it.  So for someone who’s a technophobe to create an online program and launch 
it and do that through using a webinar, I think that’s when women over complicate it for 
themselves and they get themselves in a technological tangle that it’s then hard to get 
out of.  It’s almost like what we’re hoping people do is realize it’s simpler than you think.  
It doesn’t have to be that hard.  Creating an online product does not need to be hard.  It 
doesn’t need to be complicated but I think people love the concept of it and I think that’s 
why they get in to a tangle as well over “Well I need to do 15 types of lead generation 
which means I need to learn Pay Per Click, I need to learn how to do webinars, all of 
these technology tools.”  And there are many women out there who are terrified of 
technology.  And so they get themselves in a tangle over it and it really doesn’t need to 
be that hard.  I think both complement each other really well but…     

Lisa: Yup.  Yup.  I love the fit.  It’s sort of like you have an umbrella transformation that 
you offer that both of them fit, you know, kind of serve that person who would be 
attracted.  I’m curious if I could back up just a second, you said that you use the JV 
partnerships and then you also really, it’s the same kind of thing, women trust personal 
recommendation, so the JV partnership provides that.  And then that’s also happening 
with your clients who are already happy with the program, with the product platform as 
you say.  So is there anything that you put in place, any actual structure to encourage 
your current clients to refer other people that our listeners might be able to model?  

Nicola: Well, we have an affiliate program which means if somebody refers or 
recommends Jigsaw Box, then we want to say thank you so we pay them an affiliate 
commission.   

Lisa: Okay. 
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Nicola: We let people know about that.  In fact, we send an email which is like 
once people find out and say, “How would you like to get your Jigsaw Box for free?”  
That’s the only thing we do.  What we should do much more of is to make—we know we 
got some really cool raving fans and we don’t make the most of that.  So there are loads 
of different structures that I did that we haven’t put in place yet to really encourage 
those guys and now we know that that’s our focused in 2014, we’ll be doing a lot more 
work around that.  

Lisa: Right. 

Nicola: But I mean I just [tightened 0:32:07] up like a [safe place 0:32:09] I got 
today, [Tracy unprompted 0:32:13] and said, “Please let me know how we can best 
support you, [0:32:16].”  I don’t know this woman personally.  She’s just the biggest fan 
of Jigsaw Box.  “Please let me know how we can best support you, [0:32:21].  She 
keeps sending people to Jigsaw Box every day.  We love Jigsaw Box.”  And that’s 
unprompted, right, without offering anything, the thing is the product is good, right.  It’s 
not because I’m encouraging them to go out and tell people that it’s good, it’s like 
Jigsaw Box is a great product and so people are referring it anyway.  Do you know what 
I mean?  Like we’re not doing anything to encourage them. 

Lisa: Yeah. 

Nicola: We could be encouraging them more but if the core of what you’re is 
[talkable] [0:32:51], so you got a story or you’ve got success stories that your clients will 
experience [the success] of what you’re doing, they’re actually going to tell your friends 
about it anyway, so we don’t have a specific strategy in place because it’s [0:33:06] 
picking along and we’ve got new people signing up every day as a result of referrals.  
And that’s probably if we’re going to turn it up anyway, it’ll probably in that area.    

Lisa: And that’s what’s so brilliant, how this two tie together.  It’s like the simplicity of 
your focus, what allowed you and I if we get together to just be like, okay, how are we 
going to team up JV’s and referrals because that’s our focus.  So you can just see how 
the magic happens already just from the space of simplicity that you created.  I love it.  I 
feel like I love it.  I love it when we’re talking about something and it actually comes to 
life in the conversation.  You know what I mean?  Like we’re talking about simplicity and 
the power of it and the experience of it is very tangible.  So I love that.  I love that.  Is 
there anything else you want to…?  
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Nicola: And when we… 

Lisa: Oh go ahead. 

Nicola: No, I was just going to say when we’re thinking about how to do that, how 
to develop referrals from our people within us, our criteria will be “Well, we could do this, 
we could do this, we could do this,” but without sounding really complicated, so how can 
we do this in the simplest way possible?”  Alright.  So we have it and it’s not always 
easy to have it as a number one criteria but really that’s what we’re really [0:34:19] do it 
[0:34:20].   

Lisa: I love it.  That’s great.  Anything else you want to say about inspiring women 
clients to say yes or the no-no’s, what doesn’t work?  Sometimes just when to stop 
doing can move people further along than what you do. 

Nicola: Yeah, definitely.  I think, okay, a few things about encouraging like really 
inspiring women to say yes.  I think showing how what you have can impact in their 
lifestyle.  So it’s not just about income but it’s about lifestyle and how the transformation 
that you offer can impact on the people around them as well, so like the ripple effect.  
So if someone is using Jigsaw Box for example and they’re able—I’ll give you an 
example of a client we’ve got, Jaime, and Jaime is a personal trainer and she used to 
get up at 5 o’clock every morning and go outside and train her clients outside in the 
pouring rain and [0:35:14] bring any money when she was physically there.   

Jaime now has thousands of clients around the world.  She was already doing, she 
videod it and she put it online.  Now it has given her the income and buy the house of 
her dreams and she live out of London.  She’s got two twins and she spent so much 
time with them because she can just generate money when she’s not even there.  And 
she gets to have the freedom [that it brings her 0:35:46] so the impact on the people 
around her, the impact it had on her kids is incredible and that wasn’t why she originally 
signed up but if you can show how what you do is going to have an impact on your 
lifestyle, on your client’s lifestyle when they get the transformation that you’re offering, 
then I think that’s really key to women as well.  It’s not all about this is how you can 
make more money, for example, it’s about the lifestyle.       

Lisa: You know, yesterday, Blair Singer was sharing something similar like with men it 
might be more about achievement and accomplishment but if you use that same 
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languaging women, it doesn’t have the same effect.  We’re really [0:36:28] work life 
balance, lifestyle, impact on the people around us.  So thank you for—this is the second 
time it’s coming up and it’s very powerful.  I got chills when you were talking about.    

Nicola: And I really think, and excuse me if I [0:36:45] but I think the biggest no-
no’s I see happening that [0:36:51] to me and a lot of my female friends whether it’s 
more general, I don’t know, but when you see a typical, kind of a real internet male 
internet [0:37:03] which is all about, and excuse my language here, but who [0:37:07] 
the highest.  So it’s like “I made 5 million in 23 minutes.  Well, I made 10 million in 21 
minutes,” like that to me just turns me right off.  I’m not interested in that kind of hype 
and that kind of like phenomenal claim.  To me like it just really it speaks to me of real 
macho kind of tussling and like it doesn’t appeal to me at all.  So for me that’s a big no-
no in terms of messaging.   

So I think there’s also there’s some really in terms of strategy, I’ve got some [0:37:49] 
and some operational stuff as well.  So like in terms of strategy with talking to people, I 
think so [0:37:59] the simplicity I get right, I’m seeing from their response women the 
idea of simplicity is really attracted to women and though this journey, what I’ve 
explored and what I’ve read what a lot of women want to do is cut 90% of their to do list 
by [0:38:20] have simple parenting technique, simple business techniques, ways to be 
fostering their homes, like some really practical ways of getting simplicity in their life.   

And what I realized through the works that I’ve done is that I can see there’s a 
completely different way that women can remove complexity from their lives, from 
experiencing that kind of feeling of stress and overwhelm.  Like I know how to help them 
not be stressed or overwhelmed and through kind of the psychology and the way that 
their minds are working and they’re kind of creating that experience for themselves and 
looking at how they’re over thinking things, but the thing is like so women clients, all the 
clients don’t want to buy like a psychological technique or they don’t want to buy their 
over thinking things, they want to buy a practical solution to the overwhelm, the 
complexity that they’re feeling.   

And I think it’s a great example of and this is the same with any client is like meeting a 
class where they are with what is it they want and then serving them by giving them 
what it is you know that they really need.  And that’s become really clear to me with the 
simplicity [0:39:37].  So what people think that they want isn’t actually what they end up 
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really needing at the end of the day.  But I talked on my simplicity blog there at the 
Simplicity Project, I talk to women at the level that they’re thinking about the practical 
solutions that they’re looking for there and then when I work deeply with people, that’s 
when I’m talking to them about the other kind of stuff that I know that they need.  So 
that’s overall about attracting and inspiring people to say yes.  It’s like meeting them at 
the conversation at the point that they’re at.   

But in terms of a real practical, a real practical thing is well anything you can do that 
shows your product makes life more simple for women, I’m telling you now will probably 
appeal to them.  So I think about your marketing message and how could you be 
sharing how you could be not making your life more complicated but how they can be 
making them more simple and I think that’s really key in terms of message.  

 But on a really practical level, there were two things that as a woman really winds me 
up.  The first is the marketing one and the second one is about the actual product itself, 
the product or the way you work with the people itself.  The first one is, to me this is a 
big no-no, the way you’re marketing to offer a webinar that run at 9am, 3pm or 7pm only 
because that’s the time you’re taking your kids to school, you’re picking your kids up 
from school or you’re putting them to bed.  And the number of times I’ve not been able 
to access a webinar or a training or a sales presentation because it’s run at times that 
just means I can’t get there and there’s really no acceptable replay drives me crazy like 
there are products I haven’t been able to buy even though I wanted to because I can’t 
get the webinars.  And to me that’s like not thinking outside of your own way that you 
run your life.  Okay.  So if you’re going to do webinar, make sure there’s a replay that 
people [0:41:45] can get on to.   

Lisa: That’s great. 

Nicola: The second one that really gets me riled is I was going through a program 
recently and it was a productivity training program and this is a real call kind of part of 
the program was the recommendation was to [0:42:05] the day, we’re taking some time 
out about 60-90 minutes and this time you are to do some exercise.  You have some 
time for reflection.  You have time maybe to meditate.  You have some time to maybe 
journal a little while so that when you hit your desk, you hit it in a really calm state and 
although [0:42:28] sentiment of that, I have two hours of getting kids up, getting the right 
clothes for them, getting their school bags.  Like I have a really busy two hours in the 
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morning before I hit my day.  I don’t have time to sit back in and it was like they’re 
making me feel like well, as a woman, you’re never going to do this because if you can’t 
be a productivity 90 minutes first thing in the morning, then there’s no way you’re going 
to manage it.  So if I do my two hours at school run then my 90 minutes of productivity 
takes more or less time to pick up again at the end of the day and it’s like my night 
doesn’t work that way.  I’m juggling various different things.  And it doesn’t fit in so I 
don’t think it empowers women to—it’s taking in to account in your actual product itself, 
a lifestyle that many women are juggling and the responsibility.  We don’t get to get up 
in the morning, get dressed, do our productivity thing, [0:43:32] my desk, work till 
whatever time I [0:43:35] finish it, then maybe eat my dinner that somebody has cooked 
for me and then go…    

Lisa: Right. 

Nicola: … and then maybe go back to work at my desk again in the evening and I 
know that’s really generalizing and I know that isn’t the experience of a lot of men…   

Lisa: But I think what’ you’re saying is don’t set your clients up to fail, right.   

Nicola: Yeah. 

Lisa: Think about who they are and set them up to win.  Yeah.  I can really relate to 
that.  

Nicola: And if you got a solution that things work really well for men, like target 
men, right.  But…   

Lisa: Right. 

Nicola: … to be like that, like to have a—when you’re talking to a client, just 
remember that we have a million other things that we need to do as well as just run our 
businesses.  And so I think that…  

Lisa: Yeah, Nicola, that’s beautiful.  I just want to thank you because you clearly put 
some thought.  I told you I was going to ask you this question because we’re not the 
typical step we talked about and I really appreciate the thought you put in to it.  I’m 
looking at my own courses just thinking about some of the things that people need to 
do, the pre-work that takes a long time and we too are working things in this 30-minute 
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segments and shorter chunks, you know, because you have the advantage of being a 
woman so you have the perspective of all there is to juggle but this is so valuable for our 
men listening to because I know we got plenty of men here that are the primary 
caretaker for children in the morning, there are a lot of folks listening where the roles are 
reversed from the traditional roles so I appreciate everything you’re sharing because 
your willingness to rant about how frustrating that is for you is like getting in to the cells 
of everyone listening.  It is getting in to my cell for sure.   

I have our good friend, Linda Claire Puig coming on in gosh, not very long for now, less 
than 15 minutes.  So I want to make sure to give everybody a quick little break and I 
want to make sure that they know how to take your work further both with the Simplicity 
Project and with Jigsaw Box.  So we already shared that all of you listening can go to 
Selltowomen.com/nicola, N-I-C-O-L-A for her simplicity project site.  But what we didn’t 
share yet is that if you go to Selltowomen.com/jigsaw, J-I-G-S-A-W, Jigsaw, you can 
also get a free bonus that is the five simple steps of creating online products and 
programs and just find out the top mistakes that coaches are making that’s keeping 
them broke, how Nicola created $24,000 in a month with just one product and program 
and what are the best selling topics online today.  So so much there.  Is there anything 
you want to say what they’ll find there that gift before we conclude, Nicola?  I really 
appreciate how much heart you brought t this interview.  Thank you.     

Nicola: Just that the webinar is the simple steps, that’s the really key of it.  It’s like 
people overcomplicate taking a [0:46:52] and so that’s why one of the impetus of that 
webinar [0:46:57], Selltowomen.com/jigsaw were the five simple steps to do it the 
simple way.  So yeah, if you’re interested in finding out about creating that freedom and 
taking your business online in a simple way, then go watch the webinar and otherwise 
you’ve got the link for the Simplicity Project as well. 

Lisa: Awesome.  Awesome.  So it’s Selltowomen.com/nicola for the Simplicity Project 
and /jigsaw for the five simple steps to creating online products and programs.  Hey, I 
love getting to just bask in your perspective and your knowledge and the big stand and 
reminder you are for simplicity and lifestyle, it really contributed to me today, Nicola.  So 
thank you very much for being part of our expert trainer series here and really this is 
who you are, right, empowering women and so coming on and naturally showing others 
how to do the same.  It just felt like such a natural fit in so thank you for saying yes to 
my invitation.    
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Nicola: And thank you so much, Lisa, for giving me the opportunity to have to rant 
about some of the things that I get really passionate about.  

Lisa: It’s great.  It’s like you’re showing it.  Yes, I could feel it.  And for everyone, I 
mean there’s so much gold as you know over the last three days.  And we still got more 
to come but if you want to just own the whole series so that you can listen to it at your 
convenience, hear it again, have the transcripts, and also have my own personal action 
sheets, things that are kind of like the cliff notes, if you just want to get straight to the 
core of my interpretation of the suggested activities and actions that you can take right 
away, you can do so and save a $100.  You can get the whole series for just $97 at 
Selltowomen.com/upgrade plus we also give you easy access to the free training gifts 
from all of our master teachers and a few additional surprises too.  So make sure to 
grab that today at Selltowomen.com/updgrade and you can continue to bask in all the 
brilliance that’s coming out here for the whole 2014 as you simplify, stick with your 
purpose and be in your flow.  Alright, everybody, we’ll see you.  We still have coming up 
today, Linda Claire Puig and we’ll be ending the series with Mary Morrissey so just keep 
your eye on your inbox for the schedule and I look forward to seeing you in our next 
fabulous interview.  Thank you again, Nicola and everybody, I’ll see you soon.  B-bye.    

Nicola: Thanks, Lisa.  B-bye
 

 

 

   

 


